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Experience the buzz of the big city. Take in a modern shopping centre before turning a corner to
discover the medieval streets of the old quarter. Go a few steps further for cultural highlights and then 
launch yourself into the pulsating nightlife. Captivating contrasts and a magical appeal. Germany’s 
cities have all this and more. Discover the ultimate in urban destinations: www.germany.travel/cities
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Half of Brits would refuse to comply with the US’s proposed border rules
BRITISH VISITORS to the US could soon be asked for passwords to social media accounts, phone contacts, and to reveal their
political ideologies, under new border checks from the Trump administration. 
But more than half of Brits (51%) said they would simply refuse to comply with these rules, according to a new survey from

travel search engine KAYAK.co.uk. An additional 29% said they would do so if required, but would ‘not feel comfortable’ and 63%
of people said the new rules would be an ‘invasion of their privacy’. 
The ‘extreme vetting’ as it has become known may also require British travellers to the US to reveal personal information such

as their political beliefs and ideologies – something 27% of Brits would refuse to do and 48% would feel uncomfortable about. 
The move could have a serious impact on the US tourism industry. Nearly three-quarters of Brits (72%) said that if the rules

came into force, it would make them less likely to visit the US – of these 37% said they would ‘definitely not go’. 
According to the operator, since coming to office, Trump has already had an extremely negative impact on demand for travel to

the US amongst Brits, with demand for holidays in the States this summer significantly down; searches for flights to Tampa are
down 58%, Orlando is down 58%, Fort Lauderdale is down 57% and Miami is down 52% compared to last year.  
When asked what concerns they would have in handing over social media passwords, 47% said they were worried someone

would post something on their account, 52% were worried they would mess with settings, for example deleting contacts, whilst
50% cited concerns over officials gaining access to their bank details.

A GROUP of agents were taken on a four-day fam trip to The Gambia courtesy of The Gambia Experience to highlight the variety of experiences
available. Led by the operator's Gill Synnuck and Maxine Moylette, agents were given tours of the operator’s best-selling hotels, with a mix of
family-friendly, luxury boutique, all-inclusive and spa resorts, as well as unique river lodges and a day tour of Fathala Wildlife Reserve in
neighbouring Senegal. Pictured enjoying the sights of Kombo Beach Hotel are, from the left: Becky Petrie, Serenity Holidays; Caroline Jeacock,
Deva Travel in Chester; Maxine Moylette, Serenity Holidays; Kindra Fisher, Journeys A La Carte in Uttoxeter; Jean Heymann, Reigate Travel in
Surrey; Sean MacDonald, Full Circle Travel in Wallingford; Nikki Williams, Gates Travel in Cumbria; Gill Synnuck, Serenity Holidays; Bridgett
Hussey, Carrick Travel in Chipping Norton; and Janet Duval from Go Travel in Orpington. 
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momondo unveils 'most wanted' holiday in new research 
FOLLOWING THE launch of its annual global travel survey, which revealed that more than a
quarter of us prefer to spend our money on travelling, momondo.co.uk questioned 23,149
people from 23 different countries about their travel habits and analysed more than 400
million searches made on the site to reveal the ‘most wanted holiday’ for 2017.

The results discovered some interesting insights, including the fact that the majority of
holidaymakers (66%) prefer travelling with their partner, whereas 43% would rather spend
their holiday with friends, and more than a quarter of us share photos from our holiday on
social media while we are away. 

Other findings revealed that we book the flight 69 days in advance and price is the deciding
factor when it comes to what ticket we book. It's the same case when choosing hotels, as
55% list price as the most important factor. When it comes to accommodation, we book
hotels in our home country just 22 days before the trip, whereas hotels abroad are booked 44
days in advance.  

Besides the global statistics, the company looked into the most sought-after destination
among Brits, which was Bangkok and found that Bali is also on the rise.

The company's marketing manager, UK and Australia, Neil James Cartwright, said:
“Bangkok remains the most searched destination among Brits as this city with its stable
warm weather, electrifying city life and restaurant meals, which on average cost 91% less
than in London, make it great for a holiday throughout the year. 

"For travels in 2017 however, another eastern destination is on the rise; Bali. With a 191%
increase in searches this year compared to 2016, the tropical Indonesian island seems to
have caught the interest among Brits. Bali is clearly the destination trending the most among
the 50 most searched.”
For more information see momondo.co.uk/inspiration/most-wanted-holiday 

LESS THAN a year after the launch of its
first food tour in Florence, Eating Italy has
added a second tour in the Tuscan capital. 

While the inaugural tour 'The Other Side
of Florence' runs during the day in the
neighborhood of Oltrano, the new tour
departs in the evening and takes visitors
through the area of Santo Spirito.

Kenny Dunn, managing director of Eating
Europe Tours, the parent company of Eating
Italy, said: “We were positively surprised by the
success of our first tour in Italy outside of
Rome. It clearly shows that both Florence and
food tours are in demand and on many
travellers’ itineraries. We are looking
forward to welcoming visitors on our new
tour which is filled with authentic Tuscan
food and wine, local people and fascinating
Florentine stories.”

During the three-and-a-half-hour Florence
Sunset Food Tour guests will experience
Florence’s nightlife and walk the cobblestoned
streets of Santo Spirito while enjoying drinks
and artisan foods at seven different stops.

Highlights include shopping for groceries
the Italian way, watching how Italian
cocktails are made and discovering the
secret behind the famous 
Bistecca alla Fiorentina during a live
cooking demonstration.

Tours run from Tuesday to Saturday from
17:30-21:00 and cost 95 euros (adults only).

The company is also offering a cooking
class in Florence on selected dates, which
costs 85 euros per adult and 45 euros 
per child. 
For more information see
eatingitalyfoodtours.com

New evening tour in Florence entices foodies

New TTNG campaigns
focus on families &

independent travellers
THE TRAVEL Network Group
has announced details of its
latest marketing campaigns,
‘Time of your life’ and ‘It’s
here’, which run from now
until July.

The consortium's group
marketing director, Si
Morris-Green, said: "The
Time of your Life campaign
reflects the importance of a
family holiday. We feel it’s
important to constantly
communicate the allure of a
family holiday, especially at
a time when our national
news is full of stories on
Brexit and now the 
general election.” 

Meanwhile, the group's
‘It’s Here’ campaign is aimed
to appeal to the more
independent traveller,
focusing on glimpses of
adventure in far-away
destinations. The campaign
video captures exploration
with an energetic 
sound track.

As part of their
membership, members
receive retail window display
materials; product sales
messaging; personalised
campaign videos; posters
and flyers to display along
with postcards. 
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JUMPING FOR JOY…Royal Caribbean Club’s Royal fam trip to Hong Kong saw a group of agents take in a
number of sights and experiences in the city. Pictured at the top of the Macau Tower (before jumping from
the tallest Bungee jump in the world at 233m!) are, from the left: (top row) Jo Guest, RCI;  Lisa Nagle -
Falcon, ROI; Gary Goodfellow, The Cruise Specialists; Dan Kedihan, Thomas Cook;  Sarah Wilson, TUI in
Northern Ireland; Suzie Gardner, Corporate Innovations; and Caroline Waring, Joanne Middlemiss, Emma
Murphy and Emma McFarland from TUI in Northern Ireland; with (bottom row) Rachel Hook, TUI in Northern
Ireland; Jodi Webber, TUI; Lucy Preece, RCI; Georgia Alder, Virgin; Marine Matringe, World of Cruising; and
Gemma Hopkins, Fred. Olsen.

Qatar Airways plans Cardiff to Doha route for 2018
QATAR AIRWAYS has announced the launch of
a new frequent service from Cardiff Airport,
linking Wales and south west England to Qatar
and global markets via the destination's
capital city Doha in 2018.
The service will be the first regular direct

long-haul flight linking Wales and south west
England to a major global hub in the Gulf
region, benefiting both leisure and 
business travellers.
Services will fly between Cardiff and Hamad

International Airport in Doha, from where the
airline connects to more than 150 destinations
across six continents including key routes to
Australia, UAE, Thailand, India, Hong Kong,
South Africa and China.
Deb Barber, CEO at Cardiff Airport, said: “I

am immensely proud that Qatar Airways has

chosen Cardiff Airport to operate its new
service to Doha. It is fantastic that we will now
be able to offer our customers more choice of
travel with a world-class airline providing easy
connections to destinations across the world.   
“More than one million passengers per year

from our region are travelling to destinations
that are on the Qatar Airways network. More
than 90% of these passengers are currently
travelling via London and this new service will
give them the opportunity to fly more
conveniently from Cardiff, their local airport.  
“It has been a long journey to get to this

stage, with discussions spanning a number of
years. Over the coming months we will work
with the team at Qatar Airways to confirm the
details of the service and look forward to the
flights being on sale in the near future.”

European additions from Shearings Holidays
SHEARINGS HOLIDAYS has updated its 2017 European summer programme and introduced a
selection of new itineraries including coastal and island destinations, walking tours, festival and
events breaks.
Some of the new itineraries available include Coastal Croatia, Walking in Austria and the

Berlin International Garden show.   
As an example, a nine-day Active Alpine Experience - Walking in Austria leads in at £679 per

person and takes in the destination's flora and fauna. Highlights include an evening torch-lit
walk, walks on the Hartkaiser Mountain, through the Kundl Gorge and the Kaiserbach Valley.
The price includes eight nights' half-board accommodation, three included excursions and

luxury return coach travel, and departs between September 2 and October 7.
For details see shearings.com or call 0844-209 7143.

Cheapflights launches
‘EscEscape’ flight

search  
CHEAPFLIGHTS.CO.UK has
given ‘Esc’ keyboard keys a
new lease of life with the
launch of its EscEscape
(pronounced ‘Escape
Escape’) browser
extension tool, putting a
range of short getaway
options two-taps away
from users.  
Launching in the UK, US,

Canada, Australia, New
Zealand and South Africa,
the free-to-install
extension for Google
Chrome users launches a
live flight search to find the
cheapest and quickest
return flights to nearby
destinations. 
Results are pulled from

the company's own search
engine API and the users’
nearest airport is
automatically detected as
their departure airport. 
The flight results open

in a new browser tab and
will be the cheapest option
for a weekend break in the
next eight weeks. The user
is then free to go ahead
and book if they like the
look of what they see – if
not, another ‘double tap’ of
the Esc key throws up a 
new option. 
A version of the

extension for Safari users
is planned shortly. 
For details see
cheapflights.co.uk/escape 
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LIVING IT UP...The Massachusetts Office of Travel & Tourism recently held an event at The Living Room for agents to celebrate a new Manchester
to Boston route with Virgin Atlantic. Pictured enjoying the evening are, from the left: Ralph Warrington, Travel Counsellors (who won the Boston
trip); Kirsty Dillury, Massachusetts Office of Travel & Tourism; Maria Costa Lobo, San Francisco Travel; Dean Walsh, Luxury Escapes (who won the
San Francisco trip with flights courtesy of Thomas Cook Airlines); and Sean Furnival from Dial a Flight, who picked up a Boston sports goodie bag. 

Movenpick puts
families at heart of
global programme

MÖVENPICK HOTELS &
Resorts has launched
‘Mövenpick Family’ a new
global programme
designed to take the stress
out of holidays, leaving
parents to focus on
creating family memories.
The new Family

Programme is available
across all of the hotel
brand’s properties
worldwide and focuses on
what is really important for
parents - providing baby
essentials on demand;
ensuring there are fun
healthy menus for
children; offering family
services such as kids’ TV
channels or babysitters;
providing opportunities to
share unique local
activities plus special
family room discounts.
Paul Mulcahy, the

company’s senior vice
president commercial,
said: “Our new global
programme is driven by a
simple aim. We have every
family amenity and service
covered so that parents
can relax and concentrate
on spending quality holiday
time together.”
For more details see
movenpick.com/en/moven
pick-family

newsbulletin

NEWS BITES
�  EARLIER THISmonth the Association of Women Travel Executives (AWTE) launched its Irish Chapter at the
Morrison Hotel in Dublin. Ireland is the association’s first chapter outside of the UK and heralds the
beginning of the organisation’s move to expand internationally with talk of the Middle East being the
next target for its own AWTE chapter. Details at awte.org.uk

�  TWITTER'S #TRAVCHAT now takes place at 10:00 on Wednesday mornings until October. The Twitter chat
is used by a number of travel brands to engage with travel fans.

�  GLOBAL FINTECH and travel payment solutions provider, Tuxedo Money Solutions Ltd, has announced that
the company has been bought by investors Erik Fällström and Andreas H Tuczka, of Aldridge EDC Specialty
Finance Partners ("AEDC"). The 100% ownership deal completed on April 20, following the approval of 
the FCA.

�  LASTMINUTE.COMgroup has announced a new brand partnership with digital music service Spotify. The
campaign, #MusicMakesYouTravel, will explore how music inspires travel. The brands will create a series
of content that will help consumers find new ways to experience and discover music relating to their
holiday destinations.

'Special Occasions' launch from Turquoise Holidays
FOLLOWING A surge in demand for celebration holidays, The Turquoise Holiday Company
has announced a new dedicated Special Occasions & Anniversaries Division plus an
expansion of its London store and product portfolio specifically catering to significant
personal and family milestones.
Since 2015, the luxury operator reports that it has seen a 400% increase in holidays

booked with the sole purpose of celebrating an anniversary or special occasion.
Catherine Blanks, the company's senior travel specialist, is heading up the new Special

Occasions & Anniversaries Division which features on the operator’s website, along with a
suggestion of handpicked hotels and tours that will roll out the red carpet and lay on the
wow factor to suit any modern day family celebration.
Blanks said: “I love creating bespoke and original itineraries to inspire and wow our

clients. It’s the little details and the attention we put into every holiday which makes us so
unique, and my little black book is full of the world’s very best hotel managers, concierge
desks, wildlife guides and yacht captains. 
"The unusual and different are my forte; after all, who doesn’t love a wonderful surprise

- especially when it involves a holiday surrounded by their nearest and dearest.”
As an example of prices, seven nights sailing in the British Virgin Islands leads in at

£1,975 per person, an eight-night South Africa – Cape Town and Winelands option costs
from £1,995 and a 14-night Captivating Sri Lanka getaway is from £3,650. 
Destinations featured by the company include the Indian Ocean and Sri Lanka, Australia

and New Zealand, the South Pacific, Asia, the Philippines (new for 2017), Africa and the
Middle East, California (new for 2017), the Caribbean and Mexico. 
To book or for more information visit turquoiseholidays.co.uk or call 01494-678400.

travelbulletin.co.ukMay 5 20176
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NEWS BITES
�  ADVANTAGE TRAVEL Partnership has agreed its first licensee
agreement with Indian travel agency Pricol Travel to replicate the
UK business model in India.

�  THE KNIGHTS of Royal England will again entertain crowds at
Hever Castle this year, with the annual Summer Jousting
Tournament beginning on July 15 and 16. Throughout the
summer, spectators will be treated to displays of action, stunts,
falls and fights in an authentic arena complete with Royal Box.
For details see hevercastle.co.uk

�  JET AIRWAYS and Virgin Atlantic have expanded their codeshare
agreement between India and the US, providing greater choice
and enhanced connectivity via Heathrow. The new agreement
will make it even easier for guests to tailor their trip by
combining flights from the two airlines along with Delta Air
Lines in a single booking.

�  JANE MCDONALD will take to the stage as The Global Travel
Group’s guest speaker at this year’s annual conference taking
place in Murcia, Spain from May 21-24. She will share her
experience on how to build, manage and secure the ongoing
relevance of a brand whilst sharing highlights of her 19-year
career spanning singer, presenter and fashion designer.

BLACKPOOL IS aiming to prove it ‘has it all’ this summer by
reinvesting in its tourism-boosting campaign ‘#BlackpoolHasItAll’.
Last year’s campaign was reported to be a huge success, with

the summer omnibus showing an increase in holiday and leisure
day trips increasing from 1.02m in 2015 to 1.23m in 2016. Sales of
the Blackpool Resort Pass also topped more than £1million, with
17,098 passes sold compared to 12,607 the year prior. 
The campaign is a collaborative effort between Merlin

Entertainments (which runs a host of attractions in the resort
including The Blackpool Tower) VisitBlackpool (the tourism
department of Blackpool Council) and Blackpool Pleasure Beach
(the UK amusement park).
This year the campaign will feature new celebrity wax figure

launches at Madame Tussauds Blackpool and SEA LIFE
Blackpool’s Sea Stars exhibition, while West End shows Sister Act
and Dirty Dancing will be showcased at the Winter Garden’s 
Opera House. 
Blackpool Pleasure Beach is currently constructing the UK’s

first double launch rollercoaster which is set to launch in spring
2018 and represents an investment of £16.25m. The park will be
hosting eight late night riding events, as well as Walk The Big One,
an escorted climb up its most famous ride. This year also sees the
return of Nickelodeon’s SLIMEFEST, as well the chance to meet
the Paw Patrol characters, while Hot Ice, the ice extravaganza,
returns for its 81st year with a new production, Dreams.
For more information see visitblackpool.com

Staycation campaign from Blackpool 

newsbulletin
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TOP PERFORMANCE…The Global Travel Group recently rewarded the
My Holiday team based in Tottington with a bottle of fizz to celebrate
their ‘outstanding’ sales performance. Pictured is the association’s
Darren Bond (left) with Simon McMullen from My Holiday.

Saga discovers Germany’s lakes and
mountains on new river option
SAGA’S NEW ‘Germany’s Lakes and Mountains’ river cruise
loops serene lakes and mountain scenery on the 80-
passenger MS Johannes Brahms, a ship which navigates a
route larger vessels cannot reach.
Guests fly to Berlin for the round-trip and sail to

Potsdam, the capital of Brandenburg, to discover its
architecture, palaces, parks and gardens, before cruising
through Lakelands to Rathenow, on the River Havel.
Havelburg is next on the itinerary, a wealthy Hanseatic

city which became an important ship-building site in the
17th century. The ship then sails on to Lauenburg, where
guests can explore the old town, church and castle ruins,
with views over the River Elbe.
At Scharnebeck, a passenger ship lift transfers MS

Johannes Brahms to the Elbe Seiten Canal for a cruise to
Wolfsburg, home to the vehicle manufacturer, Volkswagen.
Guests can also enjoy an included excursion to the Harz
Mountains, exploring Goslar’s half-timbered houses, and
Werningerode, with its medieval old town and castle.
Guests can then discover Ketzin before the cruise

continues to Werder, known for its lakes and canals. From
here, an included city tour of Berlin features the
Brandenburg Gate, Checkpoint Charlie and the 
Museum District.
For details call 0800-300400 or visit saga.co.uk/rivercruises

•  Win an Amazon Echo with
Jet2holidays

•  £140 worth of Amazon vouchers 
to be won with Travellanda

•  Luxury Swarovski gifts to be won,
courtesy of Swarovski Crystal
Worlds, Austria

MOVERS
�  GETABED HAS appointed Jo Muir as business
development manager for the north.

�  AIR TRANSAT has appointed two new sales
managers - Malcolm Aldcroft and Gail Kerr. 

�  HILARY MCCORMACK has joined AITO as events
and partnerships manager.

�  MIKE EVANS has joined Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines
as head of sales.

�  COLLETTE HAS appointed a new sales team:
Amanda Elgie is now business development
manager (BDM) for the North of England &
Scotland, Cheryl Thompson is now BDM for Central
England, Faye Anderson is BDM for Southern
England; and Priti Gadhia is BDM, 
Groups Specialist.

�  JAMES BLAKE has been appointed CEO of YHA
(England and Wales).

�  DAN BAKER has been promoted to brand leader at
StudentUniverse, part of Flight Centre 
Travel Group.

�  HOLIDAY EXTRAS has promoted Paul Paddock to
head of insurance.

�  BMI REGIONAL has appointed Martin Whittaker as
chief operating officer.
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TOP NOTCH...Jonathan Howitt from Top FlightDublin picked up a Fortnum & Mason hamper fromSilversea’s March Advocate of the Month award. 

Booking incentives
�  Gold Medal is giving agents the chance to

win one of five £200 shopping vouchers as

part of its latest Washington, dC

incentive. The operator has teamed up with

the Washington, dC Tourist Board and

United airlines to promote the capital

city. agents can sell a three-night stay

at the omni Shoreham Hotel located in one

of the district’s premier residential

areas from £899 per person including

flights, valid for departures between

January 11 and February 15, 2018. agents

selling package breaks before May 14 also

have the chance to win one of five £200

shopping vouchers when emailing booking

references to win@goldmedal.co.uk. agents

will also receive double Farebank Rewards

on all components of the Washington, dC

package bookings made with United

airlines’ flights before May 14. 

�  aGenTS Can earn up to £200 worth of

vouchers when making a booking with

Caribtours using a tiered scheme dependent

on the booking value. In addition, agents

making bookings with Virgin atlantic

flights in Premium economy or Upper will

receive vouchers up to the value of £50.

every agent that makes a booking on any of

the operator's collection before May 20

will be entered into a prize draw to win a

seven-night stay for two people at Coco

Reef, Tobago. agents will also be able to

earn up to £50 in vouchers when making any

seven-night booking to Tobago that

includes flights with Virgin atlantic.

agents making bookings to atlantis The

Palm, dubai, will automatically be entered

into a prize draw to win two nights at 

the property.

Agent offer
SILVERSEA IS giving agents from
across the UK the chance to win a
GoPro HERO5 Session as part of its
Advocates recognition programme this
month. The ten winning agents will be
chosen from a shortlist provided by the

line's regional sales managers,
recognising sales performance,

marketing promotions and events.  
See silversea.com

agentbulletin
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FRED. OLSEN Cruise Lines has launched a new brochure,
Spellbinding Norway, dedicated to its range of ‘Norwegian
Fjords’ holidays in 2017 and 2018. It showcases nine unique
itineraries in 2017 and nine in 2018, ranging from a ‘Five-Night
Fjords’ cruise on Balmoral, departing from Newcastle on
August 23 – the ideal ‘taster break’ for those who have not
cruised before – to Braemar’s eight-night ‘Scenic Fjords &
Waterfalls of Norway’ sailing, departing from Southampton on
May 16, 2018.
The line's sales and marketing director, Justin Stanton, said:

“We take the time to deviate away from the direct routes,
bringing our guests ‘closer’ to sheer mountainsides, stunning
scenery and breathtaking waterfalls. Sailing from a
northeastern departure port, such as Newcastle, means that
you can be in the fjordland just 24 hours after slipping anchor
in the UK.”
As examples of cruise options, an eight-night option on

Boudicca's ‘Scenic Sights of Norway’s Fjordland’ cruise
departing from Liverpool on July 13 costs from £1,199 per
person. Alternatively, a  'Five-Night Fjords' cruise on Balmoral
from Newcastle on August 23 leads in at £799. 
Prices are based on two adults sharing a twin-bedded,

interior room and include accommodation, all meals, onboard
entertainment and port taxes. 
For further information or to book see
fredolsencruises.com/travelagentcentre or call 01473-746164.

UNITED AIRLINES has announced ten
substantial changes to how it flies,
serves and respects its customers. The
changes are the result of the carrier’s
‘thorough examination’ of its policies
and procedures, and commitment to
take action, in the wake of the forced
removal of a customer on United
Express flight 3411 on April 9. 
The airline commits to: Limit use of

law enforcement to safety and security
issues only; Not require customers
seated on the plane to give up their seat
involuntarily unless safety or security is
at risk; Increase customer
compensation incentives for voluntary

denied boarding up to $10,000; Establish
a customer solutions team to provide
agents with creative solutions such as
using nearby airports, other airlines or
ground transportations to get customers
to their final destination; Ensure crews
are booked onto a flight at least 60
minutes prior to departure; Provide
employees with additional annual
training; Create an automated system
for soliciting volunteers to change travel
plans; Reduce the amount of
overbooking; Empower employees to
resolve customer service issues in the
moment; and eliminate the red tape on
permanently lost bags by adopting a ‘no

questions asked’ policy on lost luggage.
While several of these policies are

effective immediately, others will be
rolled out through the remainder of 
the year. 
Oscar Munoz, the airline’s CEO, said:

“Every customer deserves to be treated
with the highest levels of service and the
deepest sense of dignity and respect.
Two weeks ago, we failed to meet that
standard and we profoundly apologise.
However, actions speak louder than
words. Today, we are taking concrete,
meaningful action to make things right
and ensure nothing like this ever
happens again.” 

travelbulletin.co.ukMay 5 201710
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Monarch launches winter Lapland programme from Birmingham 
MONARCH HAS announced that it will be adding Lapland holidays direct from Birmingham to its winter programme from
December 1, with three- and four-night breaks now on sale.
Flights will depart Birmingham twice-weekly on a Tuesday and Friday meaning that agents can tailor three- or four-night

trips for customers. As an example, three-night breaks to Levi from Birmingham start from £749 per person. 
Gary Anslow, the company's sales director, said: “We are really pleased to be extending our Lapland programme to

Birmingham for this coming December. Our trade sales team will be out and about in the next few weeks visiting our agent
partners to make sure they have everything they need to make the most of these new departures. 
"Our Lapland holidays from Gatwick and Manchester are always sold out, so extending to Birmingham departures is great

news for those wanting to fly from the Midlands.”
The Birmingham programme will include 'Ready Steady Snow' holidays and 'Santa’s Tinsel Trail'. The Ready Steady Snow

itinerary operates from December 1-26 and includes snow suit and boots hire, reindeer sleigh, husky sled and snowmobile
mini-ride, Arctic Circle ceremony, a trip to Santa's Post Office to see Santa's elves hard at work, plus a private meeting with
Santa himself.
The Santa Tinsel Trail holidays run from December 15-26 and include the same activities as the Ready Steady Snow

programme, as well as a hunt for Santa on the tinsel trail, Arctic games and a Christmas feast on the last night.
Meanwhile, an expanded holiday programme from Manchester this winter is also being offered, with the full Santa

experience and Arctic Experience trips available to book for the first time in January and February. 
For further information see monarchagents.co.uk

Be spellbound by Norway with Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines’ dedicated brochure

United Airlines announces changes to customer experience 
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‘Exclusive to Jet2holidays – part of the largest holiday
complex in Alcudia’

Complete this Su Doku puzzle and then go to the competition section 
on travelbulletin.co.uk/competitions and submit the 
highlighted numbers.

A...     B...     C...     D...

Closing date for entries is Friday, May 12th.

The winner for April 21 is Andrew Adair, Reliable Travel 
A=3  B=1  C=7  D=4

Number: 018

Across 
1. What is the new Costa for S17

with Jet2holidays, 
Costa de ___? (7)

4. Hobart is the capital, in short (3)
6. Caribbean island (7)
8. Scenic mountains and national park

in central Germany (4)
9. European country (6)
12. Symbol on the flag of Wales (6)
13. Famous Piccadilly Circus statue (4)
15. Through the ___, panel show

hosted by Keith Lemon (7)
16. Celebrity mag, sounds current (3)
17. This castle on Lake Geneva is the

most visited in Switzerland (7)

Down 
1. One of the BGT judges (6,5)
2. Alcúdia is a popular resort on this

island (7)
3. Also known as the Eternal City (4)
4. Tampa International airport code (3)
5. American rock legend, Bruce (11)
7. Des Moines is the State Capital (4)
10. Family featured in the ITV drama

series set on Corfu (7)
11. Lindisfarne castle is located on

this Island (4)
14. Asian desert (4)
15. Royal botanical gardens (3)

For the solution to the Crossword and
Where Am I? 

Please see page 30

Win an Amazon Echo with 

Crossword

N
um

be
r: 

01
8

�A

�B

�C

�D

Where is 
#Lloyd from 

the Jet2Holidays’
Tradeteam this

week? 
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Industry
Insight by...

Ted Wake, joint MD of Kirker Holidays and deputy chairman of AITO Specialist Travel Agents,
talks buoyancy aids for the general election…

IF 2016 was the year of surprises - where Brexiteers
and Trumpeteers unexpectedly triumphed over their
rivals - 2017 has so far proved to be a buoyant year

when customers have demonstrated that, in spite of all
the distractions, they seem determined to book a
decent holiday. Any business that can demonstrate
resilience in current market conditions should be very
proud of its achievement; there are plenty of other
sectors which are struggling. High Street retailers as a
whole are finding life challenging at present and,
according to recent reports from the estate agency
sector, they too have had a very poor start to the year. 

If the threat of terrorism, Trumpism and an increase
in interest rates wasn't enough, we now have the
prospect of a general election
to contend with as well...

So what is the secret to the
current travel boom? And what
steps do we need to take to
sustain it? I sense that much
of the growth in 2017 has been
focused on the independent
sector - where increasingly
sophisticated consumers seek
niche products and expert
advice from a specialist tour operator, rather than a
mass-market solution where the emphasis is more on
price than quality.

The recent mass closure of Thomas Cook branches
is a reminder that consumers who used to gravitate
towards the large, mass-market operators now have
the opportunity to DIY online in the comfort of their
own home using low-cost carriers, hotel.com websites
and Online Travel Agents that are tricky to compete
with on price. Conversely, colleagues amongst the

independent AITO Operators are doing well, with
reports of +5% to +10% growth being the norm this
year, and I'm glad to report that AITO Specialist Agents
are experiencing similar increases.

Interestingly, although travel agent consortia groups
remain determined to promote their in-house DIY
booking systems, this seems to be a short-term
solution in an attempt to compete with OTAs. I don't
hear reports of these 'in-house systems' providing
products or service that give the retailer confidence to
promote them to their best clients. Whilst on the
subject of short-term strategies, please don't mention
'voucher bribes' offered by operators as an inducement
to persuade consultants to (mis)sell a product to an

unsuspecting consumer. We
all know that bribing
consultants with shopping
vouchers is going to provide
a short-term, personal
benefit to the sales
consultant - where the
needs of the consumer are
a secondary consideration.
Isn’t there now an
opportunity for the

independent sector to reject voucher bribes in favour of
brilliant customer service and unbiased advice?

It will certainly be a political challenge to persuade
both agents and operators to abandon the voucher
pathway, but the long-term benefits would be
priceless. Talking of political challenges, did I mention
the general election? Now is the perfect moment to
persuade your most discerning consumers that it is
time for them to book a short break holiday as a pre-
election reviver!

“Any business that can
demonstrate resilience in current
market conditions should be very
proud of its achievement; there

are plenty of other sectors which
are struggling”
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BA offers new route to Murcia 
THE REGION of Murcia, famed for its climate, culture, history
and activity breaks, is now more accessible for home counties
visitors following the launch of a new flight route 
from Heathrow.

British Airways is operating a twice-weekly summer service
from England's capital into Murcia-San Javier Airport, offering
easy access to one of the fastest-growing tourist regions 
in Spain.

Figures released by the Region of Murcia revealed overseas
visitor numbers rose by 45.3% over the winter, compared to
last year, with the number of people travelling from the UK
increasing by more than 11% in January alone. 

One of the main attractions in Murcia is the Costa Cálida,
the 250km coast where a wide variety of watersports are
available, including kayaking, paddle-boarding, sailing, scuba
diving, windsurfing and water-skiing. 

One of the most popular areas for this type of activity is La
Manga del Mar Menor, a narrow strip of land, around 24km
long, which divides the Mar Menor Laguna from the
Mediterranean Sea.

Meanwhile, historic towns such as Caravaca de la Cruz -
one of just five holy cities in the world - and Lorca - provide a
mix of historical, artistic, architectural and cultural heritage,
all topped off with a rich local tradition of festivities 
and celebrations.

Fares start from £80 in June and both airports are also
served by numerous other airlines flying from a wide variety of
UK and Irish airports, with flights leading in at £37 one-way. 
For more information see murciaturistica.es/en 

newsbulletin

EUROSTAR HAS partnered with Sony to trial a new on-board ‘Sound
Menu’ curated for use with 1000X noise cancelling headphones
featuring ‘Quick Attention mode’ for business travellers to tune in and
out of their music with one touch.

Reward eShop for loyal customers from Norwegian
NORWEGIAN HAS launched its first Reward eShop for loyalty customers in the UK and Spain.

The new eShop, launched in partnership with Collinson Group, is the first time that
Norwegian Reward customers will be able to earn Norwegian CashPoints through everyday
online purchases at almost 1,200 retailers including Tesco, John Lewis and Marks & Spencer.
The points can be used to pay for Norwegian flights partially or in full, as well as extras such as
checked baggage and seat reservations. 

To celebrate the new launch, the airline is running a competition for one Norwegian Reward
customer to win 10,000 CashPoints through purchases made in the eShop - equivalent to
£1,000, enough for two return flights from Europe to New York.

Updated contact details
from AVIAREPS

AVIAREPS UK Ltd has
relocated to new premises
and is advising that some of
its airline clients will see
changes to telephone
numbers and email
addresses. 
The new contact details are:

- Ukraine International
Airlines  (reservations and
groups) 020-7644 6107,
LONRES.UIA@aviareps.com 

- Philippine Airlines 020-
7644 6126,
LONRES.PAL@aviareps.com

- Air Astana 020-7644 6121,
LONRES.KC@aviareps.com

- Air Astana Nomad Club
020-7644 6112,
NomadClub@airastana.com

- Air Arabia Maroc 020-7644
6116,
LONRES.3O@aviareps.com

- Air Botswana 020-7644
6114,
LONRES.BP@aviareps.com

- Air Madagascar 020-7644
6119,
LONRES.MD@aviareps.com.

The sales office for Air
Arabia Maroc, Air Botswana,
Air Madagascar and Air
Namibia can be reached on
020-7644 6104 or by
emailing
LONSALES2@aviareps.com.
The new office location
address is The Mille, 1000
Great West Road, Brentford,
Middlesex TW8 9DW. 
For more information see
aviareps.com 

Back to the 40s with
Hever Castle

VISITORS TO Hever Castle
can step back in time on
June 24 and 25 and
experience a taste of
wartime Britain at Hever’s
Home Front. 
Re-enactors will

demonstrate what it would
have been like to live and
work in the countryside
during the 1940s to mark
Armed Forces Day.
Visitors can experience

unique living history from
the Home Front in a classic
double decker bus
containing reconstructions
of a 1940s living room, shop,
bombed out street and air
raid shelter replicating the
sights and sounds of 
the time.
Other activities include a

swing dance in the tea dance
tent, listening to the
Sweetheart Swing duet,
visiting the stalls selling
vintage wares and
refreshments, and dressing
up in period costume with
prizes for the best dressed.
Admission prices

(gardens only) are £14.20 for
adults, £12.70 for seniors,
£12.10 for students and £9
for children (aged five-15). A
family ticket costs £38.90 for
two adults and two children
or one adult and three
children.
For further information visit
hevercastle.co.uk or call
01732-865224.
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BBQ BLITZ…Stephen Thompson (left) from Hays Travel
won a barbecue, presented by Mark Young of Travelmood. 

FLYING HIGH…Donna Hume (right) from Rwandair presents
Veronica Baily from Farewise Travel with a return flight to Rwanda.

BULLETIN BOTTLE…Abigale Osgood (left) from Hays
Travel won a bottle of Champagne presented by Travel
Bulletin’s Jeanette Ratcliffe.

EGYPTIAN PRIZE…Philip Breckner (left) from Discover Egypt
presents Mike Smith of Flight Centre with a £50 M&S voucher.

eventbulletin

Travel Bulletin travelled to Bournemouth last
week for an Africa Showcase. Taking place at
the Royal Bath Hotel, agents embarked on a
veritable African adventure with tourist

boards, operators, airlines and hotels on hand
to discuss the latest news with some

delicious food and wine on offer, all topped off
with the chance for agents to win some

excellent prizes!
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Want to get in on the #TBSHOWCASES action? Join in the fun at our Mediterranean
Islands showcase in Edinburgh on June 12 and in Dublin on June 13.
All agents who wish to attend can secure their spot by emailing

oliver.barton@travelbulletin.co.uk 

eventbulletin
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ADVENTURE BOUND…Nigel Dean (right) from Nigel Dean Travel
was the lucky winner of a £500 G Adventures’ gift voucher,
presented by the operator’s Gabo Quiros.

AFRICA ADVENTURES…Gabo Quiros (standing) delivers the latest
news and African itineraries available through G Adventures to a table
of attentive agents.

TABLE TALK…Bournemouth agents mingle and head to their tables to
meet with suppliers

TUNISIAN TREATS…Graham Tann (left) and Georgia
Emm won a bottle of Tunisian wine presented by Sami
Tounsi from the Tunisian National Tourist Office.

SUMMERTIME READY…Jane Kowalski (right) from Fred
Olsen Travel won a Travelmood barbecue from the operator’s
Rachel Stevenson.

WINE WINNINGS…Bev Rawlings from Hays Travel won two bottles of
wine courtesy of Red Carnation Hotels, presented by Travel Bulletin’s
Simon Eddolls.
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middleeast

OFTEN REFERRED to as the
emirate of opportunities, Ras Al
Khaimah has reaffirmed its status
as the UAE’s fastest growing
tourism sector for 
international travellers. 

In the first quarter of this year,
overall visitor arrivals to the
emirate grew by 8.3% year-on-
year. Record arrivals were largely
driven by growth from
international source markets,
which recorded an 11.3% year-on-
year rise over the first three
months of the year. In particular,

the UK reported gains of 35% compared to the same period in
2016. So what’s the recipe for Ras Al Khaimah’s success? 

The Great Outdoors
For starters, the emirate’s diverse natural assets include 64km
of golden beaches, a terracotta desert brimming with flora and
fauna, hot springs and the highest mountains in the UAE. As a
result, visitors can enjoy a variety of adventures packed into a
single break, whether it is an Arabian desert safari, a beach
escape or action-packed activities in the mountains.

Tourism offerings centered on Jebel Jais, the UAE’s highest
mountain peak at 1,934m, remain a key pillar of Ras Al
Khaimah’s international appeal. The average temperature in
the mountains is at least 10 degrees cooler than the average
temperature at sea level, and the area offers an abundance of
indigenous wildlife, flora and scenic vistas. Numerous wadis,
hiking routes and bike trails provide an additional incentive for
visitors to explore the destination. 

Most recently, Ras Al Khaimah launched the region’s first
commercial Via Ferrata iron path on Jebel Jais, where you can
zip-line from the height of a 30-storey building. Other product
developments this year range from the opening of the world’s
longest zip-line, along with an observation deck and luxury
mountain camp, plus more cycling and hiking routes across
the emirate.

Cultural Treasures
In addition to Arabian nature, Ras Al Khaimah emphasises
culture-based experiences - and with 7,000 years of history to
its name, there are plenty of them to discover. 

This element of ‘accessible Arabia’, combined with natural
vistas, puts Ras Al Khaimah on the ‘must-see’ list of many
visitors. A total of 18 archaeological sites pepper the
landscape, from Sheba’s Palace of ancient Arabia to Dhayah
Fort, a 16th-century military stronghold. 

A natural creek divides the emirate into two parts,
connecting the old town with the modern city. Other attractions
like the Bedouin Oasis Camp present authentic reproductions
of life in the emirate as it used to be. Even today Ras Al
Khaimah’s vibrant culture thrives as traditional activities such
as camel riding and falconry shows attract visitors from around 
the world.

Five-star resorts at four-star prices
Ras Al Khaimah showcases an expanding portfolio of hotels
and resorts, ranging from boutique to luxury five-star
properties. Among the options are Waldorf Astoria Ras Al
Khaimah, Al Wadi Desert – A Ritz-Carlton Partner Hotel, The
Cove Rotana Resort, DoubleTree by Hilton Resort & Spa
Marjan Island, Rixos Bab Al Bahr and Hilton Ras Al Khaimah
Resort & Spa. 

Each hotel has something different to offer, whether guests
are looking for a pampering retreat or indulgent luxury. And
the emirate’s value proposition means that five-star resorts are
available at four-star prices, making it an affordable beach and
winter sun destination compared to Dubai. As people continue
to travel, this value proposition appeals more than ever. 

A convenient retreat from the big city
Ras Al Khaimah is located a 45-minute drive north of Dubai
International Airport, and 90% of visitors fly into Dubai.
Fortunately, transfers are easily arranged and visitors can rent
a car for a convenient retreat from the big city. 

Yet, with its emphasis on the great outdoors, cultural treasures
and Arabian luxury at competitive rates, Ras Al Khaimah offers a
unique experience from its neighbouring emirates.

Haitham Mattar, CEO of the Tourism Development Authority, highlights what
makes Ras Al Khaimah the emirate of opportunities…
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Dubai Tourism reports 5% increase in UK
visitors in first quarter of 2017
DUBAI’S TOURISM sector has sustained the momentum of its
strong 2017 start, with Dubai Tourism reporting an 11%
increase in overnight visitation in the first three months of the
year compared to the same period in 2016.

January to March this year saw 4.57 million travellers visit
the city, reflecting more than double the growth achieved in the
first quarter of last year.

Retaining their stronghold on the top three positions were
India, KSA and the UK, collectively accounting for 30% of total
visitors to the city in the first quarter, within which the UK
showed a 5% increase. 

His Excellency Helal Saeed Almarri, director general of
Dubai Tourism, said: “Quarter one has set us off on a very
strong trajectory for the year and we are pleased to see our
strategic investments and policy reforms yielding such
definitive impact. 

“As Dubai continues to evolve and expand the breadth and
depth of its tourism proposition, we expect to amplify the
appeal of our city as the top consideration for not only first-
time but also repeat business and leisure travellers. 

“Thanks to the support from our visionary leadership,
backed by the strength of our stakeholder collaboration, we
have made tremendous strides in ongoing efforts to increase
the city’s accessibility, minimise barriers to travel, and make it
as seamless as possible for prospective tourists to visit and
revisit Dubai.”
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JA Resorts & Hotels reveals new look
for Hajar mountain retreat
JA RESORTS & Hotels has unveiled a new look for JA
Hatta Fort Hotel following an extensive renovation project
designed to provide the retreat with a 21st century look
and elements of its Arabic roots.

Set in the Hajar mountains and less than a two-hour
drive from Dubai, the hotel has been bought up to date to
coincide with a new initiative that is injecting the Hatta
area with 1.3billion AED as part of development plans to
boost its credentials as an eco-tourism destination.

The property is the only luxury destination in the area
and offers a getaway from the hustle and bustle of 
Dubai city.

A phased approach has seen the refurbishment of all
48-deluxe chalet style rooms, two suites and two villas.
The new design means every room is more family-friendly,
with each offering enough space to accommodate two
adults and two children up to the age of six.

Set in 80 acres of gardens, the hotel offers various
leisure and entertainment choices including two swimming
pools, a spa, gymnasium, field and target archery range,
mini golf course, tennis courts and a mini zoo featuring
ducks, goats and camel rides.

Stays at the hotel lead in at £74 per night based on two
sharing on a bed-and-breakfast basis.
For more information visit jaresortshotels.com

Jordan’s first signature 18-hole grass course opens in Aqaba
THE AYLA Golf Club, Jordan’s first signature 18-hole grass course, has opened in the Red Sea resort of Aqaba.

Conceived with golf professionals and enthusiasts in mind, and designed by legendary golfer Greg Norman, the championship
course is situated at the heart of Aqaba’s newest waterfront development. 

Ayla’s golfing facilities stretch more than 120 hectares of lush and sandy landscapes with views of the Red Sea, Gulf of Aqaba
and mountain ranges in the East and West. It offers a par-72 championship course, a nine-hole par-three practice course,
maintenance facility, Golf Academy and a club house. Etched out from the desert, the course follows the natural terrain in the
area, incorporating the native landscape of Aqaba with bunkers to challenge and grass specially selected to allow for year-round
play. Water also forms an integral part of the facility and moves throughout the course, from open water bodies to waterfalls. 

To mark the launch, the club will host the seventh edition of the MENA Golf Tour this October, building on its aim to become
the premier destination for golf in both Jordan and the Middle East.

For those who golf, Royal Jordanian, the Hashemite Kingdom’s flagship carrier, allows up to two golf clubs per person on its
flights at no extra cost, and the airline’s new connecting flights from Heathrow to Aqaba further facilitates tourism in 
the destination.

Dr. Abed Arabiyat, managing director of the Jordan Tourism Board, said: “We are very much looking forward to the launch of
Ayla Golf Course after years of hard work and determination from all of those involved. 

“We hope this great addition to the Gulf of Aqaba will further attract visitors and welcome golf enthusiasts and professionals
from all over the world. The launch of our first golf course adds another dimension to Jordan’s tourism offering and marks a
significant phase in increasing the profile of Aqaba with British tourists.”
For more information go to visitjordan.com

MÖVENPICK HOTELS & Resorts has
signed the contract for the management
of its first Muscat hotel. The Mövenpick
Hotel & Apartments Al Azaiba Muscat in
Oman’s capital will capitalise on its prime
location in Muscat’s commercial hub, the
Ghala District, adjacent to the Sultan
Qaboos Highway and close to the new
international airport and Oman
Convention & Exhibition Centre. It will
offer 274 guest rooms and suites and 50
serviced apartments. Facilities will
include six market-oriented food and
beverage outlets, a rooftop restaurant,
swimming pool, meeting and event space,
a ballroom, a rooftop gym with spa,
executive lounge and a residents’ lounge. 
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First LEGOLAND hotel to open at Dubai Parks and Resorts
DXB ENTERTAINMENTS and Merlin Entertainments Group are bringing the first LEGOLAND
Hotel to the Middle East. 

The 250-room family hotel will open at Dubai Parks and Resorts and will be located adjacent
to the existing LEGOLAND Dubai theme park.  

Designed to immerse guests in the creative world of LEGO, each room will have LEGO
models and are themed for guests to continue their adventure from the park into the evening,
with fun features such as a disco elevator and Castle Play Area.

The property is the second hotel at Dubai Parks and Resorts and offers a convenient base for
families to stay and enjoy several days’ worth of entertainment, all within walking distance of 
the park. 

The theme park features more than 40 rides and attractions as well as a water park, aimed at
families with children aged two-12. 

Raed Kajoor Al Nuaimi, chief executive officer for DXB Entertainment, said: “The addition of a
LEGO themed hotel at Dubai Parks and Resorts will bring the total hospitality offering at the
destination to more than 750 rooms. 

“With more than 100 rides and attractions spread across three theme parks, one water park
and Six Flags Dubai opening in 2019, we expect families to spend several days at the destination
to enjoy all the experiences we offer. We are very pleased to partner with Merlin Entertainments
to deliver a fun-filled and convenient place for families to stay.”

HOSPITALITY COMPANY sbe has opened its first hotel in the
Middle East with the launch of the Mondrian Doha in Qatar. The
270-room hotel’s fantasy-like design combines Arabic tradition
with a modern point of view throughout, and guests can choose
from five room categories including penthouse suites, studio
suites, one- and two-bedroom suites and a range of standard
guestrooms, all of which share the universal design details of
Swarovski crystal chandeliers and bespoke furniture in hues to
mirror the desert. The property features eight restaurants and
bars, an entertainment floor complete with nightclub, rooftop pool
and skybar, an exclusive spa and a grand ballroom. Room rates
start from £190. Visit mondriandoha.com for details.

Abu Dhabi launch
from Pegasus 

PEGASUS IS launching
new flights to Abu Dhabi
next month, bringing its
total network to 103
destinations in 
40 countries.

The airline’s Middle
East destinations also
include Kuwait, Bahrain,
Doha and Dubai. 

Flights from Stansted
to Abu Dhabi via Istanbul
Sabiha Gokcen will
operate on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays
with the return from Abu
Dhabi operating on
Wednesdays, Fridays 
and Sundays. 

One-way prices start
from £118 one-way
including taxes 
and charges.
To book or for more
information see
flypgs.com/en
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Hilton opens Makkah Convention Hotel and 12th property in Saudi Arabia 
HILTON HAS opened its doors of Hilton Makkah Convention Hotel offering views overlooking the Sacred Mosque, Al Masjid al
Haram, and housing the city’s largest ballroom and convention centre.

Andreas Lackner, the hotel group’s regional head, brand management, said: “The opening marks our 12th hotel in Saudi
Arabia. With more than 30 hotels under development, Saudi Arabia features our largest development pipeline in the Middle
East and we look forward to extending our renowned hospitality across the country.”

The hotel’s general manager, Mark Allaf, said: “We are delighted to be welcoming guests looking to stay in the heart of
Makkah. The hotel offers contemporary accommodation in one of the world’s most monumental cities and, with its spacious
ballroom and convention centre, is ideal for meetings and events of all sizes.”

The hotel offers the first and largest convention centre in the city, which can accommodate up to 1,600 people, and is joined
by an additional eight multi-purpose meeting and boardrooms.

There are 764 guest rooms offering large modern walk-in showers, including 90 executive rooms, 25 executive suites and 16
suites with views of Haram. Guests will also have access to the 24-hour fitness centre featuring the latest state-of-the-
art equipment.

Abu Dhabi welcomes
new attractions

MIRAL, THE management
company behind Yas Island,
has announced its latest
project, CLYMB, which will
bring the world’s widest
flight chamber and tallest
indoor climbing wall to Abu
Dhabi in 2018. 

Visitors to the flight
chamber will be able to
mimic the experience of
skydiving and the new
addition will also feature the
world’s tallest indoor
climbing wall at a height of
43 meters. 

Meanwhile, the
destination will welcome the
opening of SeaWorld Abu
Dhabi, which is scheduled to
open on Yas Island by 2022. 

The attraction will include
the UAE’s first dedicated
marine life research,
rescue, rehabilitation and
return centre, with facilities
and resources for the care
and conservation of local
marine life. The park will be
the first SeaWorld
developed without orcas,
and will integrate ‘up-close
animal experiences’,
attractions and an
aquarium.

Visa programme enables visitors to stop over & discover Qatar
WITH THE recent launch of a new complimentary stopover visa programme, Qatar Airways
passengers can stopover on a prearranged free entry visa and discover Qatar before connecting
to their final destination.

Clients need to apply online at least seven days prior to departure for a free pre-approved
transit visa to enter and explore Doha for five to 96 hours. 

Visitors can discover a taste of local culture and traditions in the alleys of the Souq Waqif, go
‘dune bashing’ across the desert in a 4x4, or simply enjoy a sunshine escape and indulge in the
local cuisine.

Should clients be stopping over for 24 hours the Qatar Tourism Authority recommends a visit
to the Museum of Islamic Art which contains 14 centuries of art and artefacts from across the
Islamic world, lunch by the marina on The Pearl-Qatar and for an authentic taste of Arab street
life, a wander through the bustling lanes of Souq Waqif. In the evening a Dhow boat cruise on
Doha Bay can offer panoramic views of the Corniche and Doha’s glittering skyline.

In 48 hours, travellers can also take in the major sights on a ‘Hop on, Hop off’ Doha Bus city
tour and then head south out of the city to one of Qatar’s UNESCO recognised sites Khor Al
Adaid (otherwise known as the Inland Sea). Inaccessible by road, this natural phenomenon can
only be reached crossing the rolling dunes and also affords travellers the opportunity to go on a
desert safari; besides a ride over the dunes in a 4x4, safaris can also include camel riding, sand
boarding or driving a quad bike, rounded off with a moonlit Bedouin-style barbeque under 
the stars. 

Should clients wish to stay a little longer, a 72 hour stopover provides a chance for them to
explore outside of Doha and perhaps take a journey north to Al Zubarah Fort and
archaeological site, or out west to the Camel Races at Shahaniya and then onward to the
Zekreet Peninsula. Here beaches, wind-carved rock formations and the East-West/West-East
Public sculpture by Richard Serra can be found. This can be followed unwinding at one of
Doha’s many luxury hotels and spas before an evening at Katara Cultural Village, taking in the
sights, entertainment and cultural offerings. 
For more details go to visitqatar.qa or qatarairways.com/global/en/qatar-transit-visa.page
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LOCATED IN southern Portugal, Luxury Collection Resort’s Pine Cliffs has celebrated its 25th anniversary with a multi-million pound renovation. A
total of 76 new ocean suites, positioned adjacent to the golf course, offer views over the sea and Algarvean coastline, while a new flagship Serenity
Spa offers a ‘Serenity Thermal Oasis’ and menu of treatments including Algarvian ingredients, 12 treatment rooms and a signature Serenity
Aurum Suite - a private suite for couples or friends seeking an indulgent spa experience. 

Simply Luxury by T2
adds Pestana Alvor

South Beach
SIMPLY LUXURY by Travel
2 has added the The
Pestana Alvor South Beach
Hotel to its Portugal
offering this year. 

Lauren Ross, Europe
product and commercial
manager for the operator,
said: “The hotel is laid
back and located close to
the beach in the Alvor area
of the Algarve. We’d
recommend visiting the
ancient fishing village of
Alvor to take a stroll
through the narrow streets
and enjoy the delicious
‘Petiscos’ tapas. Agents
can also offer clients
discounted rates for travel
up to the end of October.”

As an example of
packages, a seven-night
breakfast stay at the four-
star property in a suite,
including flights from
Gatwick and private
transfers, costs from £799
per person, based on a
May 9 departure. The price
also includes a
complimentary lounge
pass for Gatwick and a
saving of up to £60 
per person.
Call 0800-022 4182 or visit
travel2.com

ClubHotel Riu Guarana reopens following renovation 
FOLLOWING ITS renovation, the ClubHotel Riu Guarana in the Algarve has been reopened by
RIU Hotels & Resorts.
The all-inclusive resort, located a few metres from Praia de Falesia, now offers 500 updated

rooms spread over two buildings with contemporary decor and more modern furnishings. The
rooms provide a balcony, air-conditioning, a flat screen TV, an electronic safe and a ceiling fan,
amongst other amenities. It also offers 50 family rooms designed for adults with children. 
In addition to the floors with rooms, the hotel’s common spaces, such as the reception area

and lobby have been renovated. Likewise, all the swimming pools - two outdoor, one indoor, and
one for kids - and the Jacuzzi area have also been updated. 
The renovation also included all the bars and restaurants, giving the breakfast and dinner

buffet, as well as the Grill and ‘Yasumi’ restaurants, a new image. 
Customers can continue to enjoy shows and live music, participate in sports such as tennis

and volleyball on the hotel’s courts plus the RiuFit fitness programme and relax in the Spa del
Mar health and beauty centre. 
For further information see riu.com

portugal&madeira

MADEIRA IS a year-round destination offering
a wide range of activities and art exhibitions
throughout the year. The destination is also
renowned for its festivals, with the most
famous being the Flower Festival in May. 
Monarch is currently promoting a seven-

night stay for two adults sharing a one-
bedroom apartment with a sea view at the
five-star Savoy Saccharum Hotel Resort for
£959 per person. The price includes breakfast
and is based on a May 10 departure from
Gatwick. This category of room booking also
receives a ‘Premium Service’ from the hotel
which includes check-in in a reserved area
with a welcome flute of sparkling wine; in-
room courtesies on a daily basis; daily
newspaper; free access to the Saccharum Spa
and access to the Premium Lounge, with
continental breakfast; free parking; drinks and
snacks during the day; and access to the
Premium Sundeck area with sun loungers, a
Jacuzzi, massage area and refreshments. The
hotel is located in the resort of Calheta which

has one of the few sandy (man-made)
beaches.
Alternatively, guests can opt for a stay in a

traditional ‘Quinta’, a unique type of
accommodation that can be found in Portugal
and mainly in Madeira. It is an old traditional
family manor house which has been turned
into a hotel with the maintenance of its most
significant features, such as the Quinta’s
gardens and typically offers small and
charming accommodation with an echo of 
the past. 
The operator is currently featuring a stay at

the four-star Quinta Penha da Franca on a
bed-and-breakfast basis for seven-nights
from £515 per person. It is based on a June 7
departure from Manchester and two adults
sharing a superior room. 
Alternatively, a stay at the five-star Melia

Madeira Mare in Funchal leads in at £629
flying from Birmingham on June 12 and based
on two adults sharing a side sea view room for
seven nights with breakfast.

Monarch highlights accommodation options in Madeira 
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AS OF October 29, TAP will fly a new route from London City
Airport to Lisbon. The flights will operate twice-daily Monday to
Friday and once daily at the weekend. The carrier is the first to
offer the route from London City and flights are now available to
book. For more information visit flytap.com

Six Senses launches vintage train
journey through wine country
THE LAUNCH of a new package available on selected dates
in May means that guests of Six Senses Douro Valley can
enjoy a luxury railway experience taking them from Porto to
Douro and back onboard the vintage train, The Presidential.
Built in 1890, The Presidential famously transported

royalty, dignitaries and Heads of State for more than a
century until its retirement in 1970 and then was
refurbished to re-launch in 2010.
As part of the three-night package, guests will be

collected from Porto Airport and whisked off to Pedro
Lemos, Porto’s Michelin-starred restaurant. Following an
overnight stay at the InterContinental Palacio das Cardosas,
guests then head to the Sao Bento train station to board The
Presidential. On board, a four-course tasting menu will be
served during a three-hour journey to Quinta do Vesúvio.
Here guests will disembark to taste some of the area’s
finest Ports at ‘the quinta of all quintas’, part of Symington
Family Estates. They will then continue the journey through
the countryside to the Six Senses Douro Valley. 
Day three offers guests the chance to relax and indulge in

the resort’s spa, followed by lunch at DOC – Michelin-
starred Chef Rui Paula’s riverside restaurant. From there,
the train will journey back to Porto in time for dinner at O
Gaveto - one of the city’s best traditional fish restaurants
and the final night will be spent back at the InterContinental
Palacio das Cardosas. 
Before the final farewell, there will time to get to know

Porto’s cultural highlights with a private tour of Serralves
Museum, Portugal’s first modern art museum, and Casa da
Músic, the destination’s most celebrated concert hall.
The three-night, all-inclusive package costs from

approximately £4,362 per person and is bookable on
selected dates this month. 
Email reservations-dourovalley@sixsenses.com for 
more details.

          

 
 

           

 
 

          

 
 

          

 
 

          

 
 

          

 
 

          

 
 

    

             
          

 

Villa Retreats boosts portfolio with new Algarve villas available to the trade
VILLA RETREATS is expanding its Portugal portfolio for 2017 with a number of new villas in the Algarve. 
The move follows the recent announcement that the luxury villa specialist will now be selling its range of privately-owned

rental properties through the trade for the first time, allowing it to connect with agents looking to offer clients something a bit
different from a usual villa holiday.
Included in its collection of newly introduced properties is the modern five-bedroom Villa do Garrão, which is exclusive to the

company for this summer. Located in the Clube Oceano enclave of the Vale do Lobo resort, a five-minute walk from a long stretch
of sandy beach, the villa offers bright and open living spaces, views of the ocean and surrounding countryside from the roof
terrace, a Jacuzzi, games room, large infinity pool and landscaped gardens with a putting green. There are a number of
beachfront restaurants nearby and guests can also take advantage of the complimentary villa catering, which includes a number
of meals prepared and cooked by a professional chef in the villa’s kitchen or at a barbecue. 
A seven-night stay costs from £15,723, based on up to ten sharing between June 1 and August 19. This includes breakfast and

dinner cooked by a professional chef on five days, or lunch/barbecue and 500 euros for guests to spend on initial food shopping. 
For more information visit villaretreats.com or call 0800-988 5586.
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01425 480400

PRESTIGE
H O L I D A Y S . C O . U K 

This 5 star, award winning Quinta has been carefully restored and extended. Surrounded by 
extensive, lovely gardens and overlooking Funchal to the sea, the town is a short drive away. It 
is a beau ful hotel, with excellent, personal service.

Pres ge Holidays have special offers throughout the year including early booking 
discounts,free nights and a complimentary dinner, see our website for our latest special offers.

QUINTA DA BELA VISTA, MADEIRA

2509

Superbreak gives clients a taste of Portugal in gastronomic Great Lisbon Food Tour 
SUPERBREAK HAS added a new food themed excursion in Lisbon, ideal for clients visiting the city and who want to learn more
about its culinary offerings. 
The Great Lisbon Food Tour gives guests the chance to enjoy Portuguese specialty foods, many of which they may never have

heard of, to get to know Lisbon from the inside and to meet the locals.
It explores the two halls of the Mercado da Ribeira food market - the hall of produce and the hall of street foods, where guests

can enjoy everything from port sherry or a freshly squeezed fruit to learning about the 365 ways to cook cod, ‘caldo verde’
wedding soup or sample sweets such as custard pasteis de nata. 
The tour stops at local eateries and drink stands to sample the foods, discuss them and then the group will decide what to eat

next. Each tour will make room for the particular season and the delivery of the day, and is led by a born-and-raised local tour
guide with a love of Portuguese cuisine.  
Prices are from £219 per person including the food tour, three nights’ breakfast stay at the three-star Eduardo VII Hotel and

flights from Stansted, based on two sharing in late September.  
For more information visit superbreak.com/agents or call 01904-436000.
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SkyWork Airlines, in partnership with BE! Tourismus AG, Bern 
Tourism and London City Airport would like to invite you for an 
evening of fun, presentations, food and drinks.

Enjoy stunning views of London’s skyline from a rooftop bar, 
whilst networking with your hosts and updating yourselves with 
their services, destination and convenience.

At the end of the evening, agents will have the opportunity to 
enter a prize draw to win a place on a fantastic FAM trip to 
Bern during June 2017.

Timings:
18:30 – 19:00hrs Registration, drinks and canapés.
19:00 – 20:30hrs Presentations, networking, hot food, drinks 
and prizes.

Limited availibility please register by emailing your name and 
those of your colleagues to: oliver.barton@travelbulletin.co.uk. 

* There is no disabled access to this roof top bar.

FROM THE HEART OF 
LONDON CITY AIRPORT,

When:
Wednesday 24th May 2017

Where:
The Sky Bar*
The Grange Holborn Hotel, 50-60 

Southampton Row, London WC1B 4AR.

SKYWORK AIRLINES 
TAKES YOU TO THE 
HEART OF BERN
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London City Airport
boosts premium offering

with new lounge
LONDON CITY Airport’s new
business lounge has opened
to offer a premium customer
experience for passengers
from £35 per person.
The lounge is housed in a

newly transformed area of
the airport’s Private Jet
Centre, accessible from the
main terminal via a private
taxi shuttle, and has a
capacity for 30 visitors. 
Passengers travelling on

any airline can enjoy the
quiet atmosphere and the
opportunity to relax with a
complimentary selection of
cold food, snacks,
refreshments and alcoholic
beverages in the fully
catered lounge.
Hand-made furniture, flat

screen TVs, charging points
and free Wi-Fi are all
available to ensure
passengers can stay
connected before they
depart to one of the 45
destinations served by 
the airport. 
Chris Clayton, customer

service manager for the Jet
Centre, said: “The new
business lounge is the
perfect option for
passengers who want first
class hospitality, comfort
and privacy. Our priority is
our passengers and the
team will always go the
extra mile to ensure they
have what they need to keep
their airport experience
memorable and 
stress-free.” 
Located less than five

minutes from the terminal,
passengers are required to
check-in any hold luggage
before taking the
complimentary private
shuttle to the Private Jet
Centre with their boarding
pass. When the time comes
for departure, a minimum of
30 minutes is required to
allow sufficient time for
passengers to return to the
terminal on the private
transfer, pass through
airport security, and board
their flight. 

BIRMINGHAM, CARDIFF and Newcastle
airports have been awarded a five-star
punctuality rating in a new accreditation
programme launched by air travel
intelligence company, OAG.
The airports performed better than any in

the EMEA region, achieving three of 11 top
star ratings, meaning that at least 90% of
flights both left and arrived on time. 
Other five-star European airports

included Paris Beauvais, Dortmund and
Minsk, while UK-based airlines to 
achieve three or more stars included
Monarch (86.6%), Flybe (86.2%) and
Jet2.com (84.8%).
John Grant, senior analyst for the

company, said: “Today’s travellers need to
know they are booking the best options for
their travel – whether it’s the right flight

departure time for a family holiday or a
layover that allows a business meeting in a
stopover city. But one thing is universal, the
need to connect and arrive on time. 
“Similar to the rigorous systems used to

rate hotels, the OAG five-star OTP
programme is designed to recognise
consistent on-time performance for the
world’s airlines and airports.
“With a heritage in delivering exceptionally

high service levels in global aviation, it’s no
surprise that UK’s airports and airlines have
achieved five-star ratings. The success of
Birmingham, Cardiff and Newcastle is just
another example of how the UK’s regional
airports continue to deliver world-class
service that provides a convenient and
valuable connection for passengers in their
localities to global destinations.”

ukairports

Stansted receives permission for new £130m arrivals building
STANSTED AIRPORT has received planning permission from Uttlesford District Council for a
new £130million arrivals building, designed to enhance the passenger experience and provide
capacity for growth over the next decade.
The 34,000sq.m facility will span three levels, be situated next to the current terminal and

will include larger immigration and baggage reclaim areas, new retail facilities, improved
access for all onward transport options and a public forecourt to create a welcoming
environment for arriving passengers.
The existing terminal will be reconfigured so that it is dedicated to departing passengers,

providing more space at check-in, security and in the departure lounge. The first phase of
works will begin later this summer to create some additional capacity in the short-term,
including extra check-in desks, additional seating and restaurants in the departure lounge. 
Construction of the dedicated arrivals building will take place entirely outside the current

terminal, helping to minimise disruption to passengers. It will take up to three years to
complete once work begins late next year. 
Andrew Cowan, the airport’s chief executive, said: “The granting of planning permission is

excellent news for everyone connected to Stansted Airport and will transform our
infrastructure and facilities to give our passengers the best possible experience. 
“At a time when airport capacity in the country is at a premium, Stansted is playing a vital

role in supporting both the regional and national economy. This project will strengthen our
ability to do this by enabling us to make the most efficient use of our single runway. 
“Since MAG acquired Stansted in early 2013, passenger numbers have grown by 40%; that’s

more than seven million additional passengers than there were when we took over. We have
also attracted new airlines to serve more than 40 new routes and created the largest network
of European destinations in the country, providing greater competition and choice for 
our passengers.”

Birmingham, Newcastle and Cardiff earn five-star rating
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RESEARCH FROM Cheapflights.co.uk has
revealed that the UK’s regional airports are
giving London a run for its money when it
comes to price, popularity and pick of
destinations. The company’s analysis of 20
million searches and more than 200
different routes reveals that it doesn’t
always pay to fly from the capital. 
Andrew Shelton, managing director of

flight search and travel deals website,
said: “It’s logical to assume that
holidaymakers will get the best bang for
their buck flying from London, where
capacity and choice are greatest. However,
our fare crunching shows that flying from
a local airport will often only cost a few
pounds extra, which will be more than
offset when you factor in the cost of travel
to reach London and potentially even a
pre-flight hotel stay. Furthermore, there
are some regional routes, for example
Belfast to Las Vegas, Edinburgh to Kuala
Lumpur and Birmingham to Hong Kong,

when the fares are actually lower than the
London prices.”
The research also found a year-on-year

increase in demand for flights from all UK
airports with Belfast 206% up, Edinburgh
160% up and Newcastle 149% up leading
the way. The lowest average airfares from
every regional city have also come down
year-on-year. Conversely, the company
found that the average fares for London
departures have increased. 
Shelton said “There’s more than just the

financial gain to consider. Using a regional
airport, where the sheer volume of human
traffic is lower, can provide passengers with
a far less stressful experience than that
risked by holidaymakers passing through
the big London hubs. That’s especially
important to remember at peak travel
times, like the start of major school
holidays when those hubs can be absolutely
packed.”
Visit cheapflights.co.uk for more information.

ukairports

A NEW arrivals lounge has been unveiled at Heathrow Airport. The lounge, located in Terminal 4 arrivals, features 25 luxury shower
rooms, a lounge and bar area and a new healthy eating dining concept, Flight Club. The lounge marks the first step of the Plaza Premium
Group’s expansion plans for 2017. John Arbuckle, Heathrow’s head of property, said: “We are delighted to welcome Plaza Premium to
Terminal 4 arrivals. This lounge is a quiet sanctuary for passengers looking to refresh and relax, ready for their onward journey and is
part of our wider Terminal 4 enhancement to give our passengers great services that suits their every need.”

Bristol Airport helps passengers with hidden disabilities 
BRISTOL AIRPORT has worked with special assistance provider OCS Group and local
Dementia, Autism and Alzheimer charities in developing a hidden disabilities 
assistance card.
The card, which is the size of a business card, acts as a discreet sign to staff to

identify passengers who may need additional support or assistance as they travel
through the airport. The card can be handed discreetly to airport staff along with the
passenger’s boarding pass or passport.
The special assistance card advises staff, for example, that a passenger may need

more time to process information, help in avoiding crowded places or extra assistance
in reading departure boards or flight information. The card also encourages airport staff
to use clear language when giving instructions and will also make them aware that
these passengers may need to remain with a family member or companion at all times.
In addition a small booklet has been designed which provides a clear guide on what

to expect at the airport with photographs of each area. The booklet also contains space
for passengers to record their own specific needs or any questions they may have, along
with emergency medical and contact information. A video of the guide will be available
on the Bristol Airport website as an additional resource for passengers.
The hidden disabilities assistance card, lanyard and booklet are available on request

at the OCS special assistance desk in the main terminal prior to check-in. Passengers
or their families and carers travelling through Bristol Airport can request a booklet in
advance from OCS by emailing brs-hiddendisability@ocs.co.uk providing their name,
departure date and relevant flight information. The booklet is also available on 
the website. 

Cheapflights reveals demand for regional routes are flying high1903 opens at
Manchester Airport

MANCHESTER AIRPORT has
officially opened its new
1903 lounge in Terminal 3.
The adult-only lounge,

named after the year of the
Wright Brothers’ first
flight, holds up to 71
people and aims to provide
a more premium offering
for passengers looking to
get their holidays off to a
flying start. 
Offering views of the

airfield, the lounge also has
its own chefs who can
prepare a freshly cooked,
all-inclusive hot and cold
food menu. 
Manchester Pale Ale and

Manchester Gin, including
the special Manchester Pink
Raspberry infused gin,
provide a local touch to the
drinks menu which will vary
to include a range of
seasonal specials
throughout the year.  
Beth Brewster, executive

vice president of business
development and lounges
for the airport group, said:
“We’re delighted to launch
our flagship 1903 lounge in
Terminal 3. The final product
looks superb and offers
passengers a real slice of
luxury before their flight.”
Passengers using the

lounge will also be able to
make use of Fast Track
security and unlimited free
Wi-Fi. Prices for the lounge
start from £35 when booked
in advance. 
For more information or to
book visit
manchesterairport.co.uk/1903
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We asked our staff the following question this week:

What is one important skill every person should have?
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Crossword:
Across: 1. ALMERIA, 4. TAS, 6. JAMAICA, 8. HARZ, 9. SWEDEN, 12. DRAGON, 13. EROS, 15. KEYHOLE, 16. NOW, 
17. CHILLON. 
Down: 1. ALESHA DIXON, 2. MAJORCA, 3. ROME, 4. TPA, 5. SPRINGSTEEN, 7. IOWA, 10. DURRELL, 11. HOLY, 14. GOBI,
15. KEW.

Where Am I?: Bellevue Bonita, Alcudia, Majorca

puzzlesolutions

QATAR AIRWAYS recently celebrated the first anniversary of flights from Birmingham Airport
to Doha with an on the ground campaign to reward passengers. The carrier has reported
strong demand from business and leisure travellers from the Midlands for its daily Boeing 787
Dreamliner non-stop service, where passengers can transfer at Hamad International Airport
to flights to more than 150 destinations including regions in Asia, Australasia, Africa and the
Middle East. The campaign tasked flyers with finding themed paper planes hidden around the
airport; lucky passengers were then awarded with free flight tickets, upgrades or other luxury
goodies. Pictured from the left are: Deepak Bhasin and Morena Bronzetti, Qatar Airways;
passengers Philip and Kaaren Niwa, who won return Economy tickets to any destination the
airline flies to; Barbara Di Domenico, Qatar Airways; and David Winstanley, Birmingham
Airport
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invites you to attend a 

Luxury Holidays Showcase
agent networking evening

SPONSORS

CAMBRIDGE SPONSORS LEICESTER SPONSORS

Agents come and join the Travel Bulletin team and leading luxury suppliers at one of our informative and 
fun agent events. Through a combination of networking and presentations we will enable you to discover 
the paradise that is luxury holidays. From unique hotels to once in a lifetime experiences, you will learn 

how to deliver your clients their dreams.

Monday, 19th June,  
Cambridge

Tuesday, 20th June,  
Leicester

Registration: 18:00 hours
Networking & Presentations: 18:30 hours

Buffet, Entertainment & Prizes: 20:00 hours
Carriages: 21:30 hours

To confirm your place at one of these amazing events, email the 
names and job titles of up to 5 staff members by Monday 12th June 

2017 to: oliver.barton@travelbulletin.co.uk  
or telephone:

020 7834 6661
For more information.



Call 0800 008 7288   www.classic-collection.co.uk
*Price based on 2 adults sharing a Junior Suite Premium Club on an all inclusive basis and includes return fl ights from Gatwick (other UK departure airports available) and private transfers. Departs 22 May.

SUITE HOTEL ATLANTIS 
FUERTEVENTURA RESORT

PREMIUM 
CLUB
EXCLUSIVELY 
FOR ADULTS

7 nights All Inclusive from £1,039pp*  

The Suite Hotel Atlantis Fuerteventura Resort 
offers the Premium Club, exclusively for adults, with 
superb facilities and fi rst class service to enjoy an 
unforgettable holiday.  This adults-only area is designed 
for those seeking a quiet and unique atmosphere to 
relax or to have fun with friends.

Exclusive use of 
Premium Lounge

Complimentary 
coffee, tea & pastries

Board games & 
reading corner

International daily 
newspapers

Early check-in & 
late check-out*

Private pool, chill out 
with balinese beds

Free Wifi 

TV with international 
channels

Welcome minibar

Beach bag

Pillow menu

Bathrobe & slippers

Kettle, coffee & tea
in room

*subject to availability

PREMIUM CLUB SERVICES 

DISCOUNTED 
RATES
Stay15 nights or more 
on selected dates in 
2017. Book by 30 April.

BE TREATED LIKE 
ROCK ROYALTY

Call 0800 008 7288
   

www.classic-collection.co.uk
*price based on 2 adults sharing a Rock Royalty Studio Suite on a bed & breakfast basis, and includes return fl ights from Gatwick (other UK departure airports available) and private transfers. Departs 15 May.

at Hard Rock Hotel Tenerife, Playa Paraiso

ROCK ROYALTY 
from £1299pp*

Rock Royalty Suite

PERSONALISED HOLIDAYS 
tailor-made for you 

PERSONALISED HOLIDAYS 
tailor-made for you 
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